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sAbout Architecture and Design Guidance
for NIST 800-53

The Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53 is specific to NIST 800-53 revision 4. VMware
Validated Design capabilities mapped to security controls and deemed applicable are described in detail
to assist in the configuration of the VMware Validated Design and applicable security controls.

Caution   Legal Disclaimer: This document is intended to provide general guidance for organizations that
are considering VMware solutions to help them address compliance requirements. The information
contained in this document is for educational and informational purposes only. This document is not
intended to provide regulatory advice and is provided “AS IS”. VMware makes no claims, promises or
guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the information contained herein.
Organizations should engage appropriate legal, business, technical, and audit expertise within their
specific organization for review of regulatory compliance requirements.

Intended Audience
Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53 is intended for cloud architects, infrastructure
administrators. Familiarity with VMware software is required. This guide provides an overview to potential
architecture and design changes that address security and compliance in addition to VMware Validated
Design for Software-Defined Data Center.

Required VMware Software
The Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53 document builds on top of VMware Validated
Design Architecture and Design that is compliant and validated with certain product versions. See
VMware Validated Design Release Notes for more information about supported product versions.

NIST 800-53 Risk Framework
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) works to promote innovation across all
industries. In the realm of information security, cybersecurity, and technology, it has created a risk based
framework to provide a catalog of security controls for organizations to secure their systems. This guide
addresses configurations that can be applied to the VMware Validated Design to assist in developing
capabilities for the NIST special publication 800-53 Revision 4 (NIST 800-53 R4).

   Applying guidance from this guide does not provide NIST 800-53 compliance.

VMware, Inc.  4
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This guide can serve as guidance to VMware Validated Design capabilities that have been mapped to
NIST 800-53 R4 controls. The process to arrive to these mappings is a derivative from the Product
Applicability Guide, which can be downloaded <<here>>.

The NIST 800-53 framework includes a risk rating of High, Moderate, and Low. For the exercise of
mapping VMware Validated Design capabilities to NIST 800-53 R4, we have elected to use the NIST
framework controls rated as High-risk. The rationale is that both Moderate and Low risk controls can be
derived by using a separate mapping exercise where Moderate and Low controls are a subset of High-
risk controls. High-risk represents the largest footprint of controls. Customers can elect a Moderate or
Low risk rating and perform their own mapping by focusing on the relevant controls. The VMware
Validated Design does not remote any control requirements. The mapping provided can accommodate a
Moderate or Low risk control population.

The following outlines the NIST 800-53 R4 Control Families. The scope of the controls present within
each control family are assessed for applicability and relevance to the VMware Validated Design. In
addition, individual controls will be vetted and integrated into the VMware Validated Design based on
applicability and relevance, until the full list of applicable NIST 800-53 High-risk controls are incorporated
into the bifurcated model as follows:

Built-in Controls Security controls based on compliance requirements are included in the
VMware Validated Design for Software-Defined Data Center. These may
require configuration and adjustment, but by design the capabilities are
included in the VMware Validated Design for Software-Defined Data Center.

Enhanced Guidance Additional guidance on a per regulation, or standard basis includes a set of
capabilities that can be added to the VMware Validated Design for
Software-Defined Data Center.

Over time, we expect a significant number of enhancement VMware Validated Design controls will be
incorporated into the VMware Validated Design for Software-Defined Data Center. However, we do expect
that the enhancement guide will always contain some number of NIST controls that are applicable to
NIST 800-53 R4, but for various reasons, are not included in the VMware Validated Design for Software-
Defined Data Center implementation.
 

NIST 800-53 R4 Control Family Applicable Controls Built-in or Enhanced

Access Control (AC) AC-2 Account Management

AC-5 Separation of Duties

AC-6 (1) Least Privilege, Security Functions

AC-6 (3) Least Privilege, Network Privileged Commands

AC-6 (4) Least Privilege, Separate Processing Domains

AC-6 (5) Least Privilege, Privileged Accounts

AC-8 System Use Notification

Enhanced

Awareness and Training (AT) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Audit and Accountability (AU) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Security Assessment and Authorization (CA) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Configuration Management (CM) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Contingency Planning (CP) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Identification and Authentication (IA) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Incident Response (IR) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Maintenance (MA) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Media Protection (MP) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Physical and Environmental Protection (PE) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Planning (PL) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Personnel Security (PS) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Risk Assessment (RA) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

System and Services Acquisition (SA) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

System and Communications Protection (SC) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

System and Information Integrity (SI) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Program Management (PM) Not yet mapped Not yet mapped

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Access must be assigned only to the levels desired and clearly articulated in group nomenclature to avoid
adding consumers into group membership that can extend outside of their approved tenant environment.

Consider the inclusion of the following key components in the layers within the VMware Validated Design:

n Physical layer

n Virtual Infrastructure

n Cloud Management

n Service Management

n Business Continuity

Within each of these layers, the following functional grouping of users might be applicable and articulated
only for the infrastructure provider. Multi-tenant consumer roles are not included.

Super User Charged with managing the system and performing elevated privilege
actions (infrastructure provider)

Developer Primarily creating new functionality within the system and especially
restricting access to the system of ownership (infrastructure provider)

Operations Team Design the architecture of the cloud, network, storage, and security, or
possibly the maintenance of the system as required (or Day 2 Operations)

Analyst Focused on viewing relevant system data, or auditing settings and
restricting access as required, and providing system models and reports to
the relevant teams ensuring effectiveness

This chapter includes the following topics:

n Active Directory Integration with VMware Validated Design

n Access ControlsAC-5 and AC-6 for the Physical Layer

n Access Control (AC-5 and AC-6) for Virtual Infrastructure Layer

n Access Control (AC-5 and AC-6) for Operations Management Layer

n Access Control (AC-5 and AC-6) for Cloud Management Layer

VMware, Inc.  7
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n Access ControlsAC-5 and AC-6 for the Business Continuity Layer

n Login Banner Notification

Active Directory Integration with VMware Validated
Design
Security architecture integrated with Microsoft Active Directory enables VMware Validated Design for
Software-Defined Data Center access control management.

Using Active Directory to manage user access in the VMware Validated Design must be adapted to each
organization’s preferences, needs, size, compliance regulation, structure, and so on. The structure
developed is intended to highlight the intersection of access to the VMware Validated Design products. It
is not an exact blueprint to follow because the layering of user access controls, security access tools,
integration across technologies, and limitations across all products are not uniform.

The premise followed in the VMware Validated Design user access is to administer it using Windows
Active Directory. The functional folders that house the security groups and the association of groups with
product roles is broken out as follows.

Top level as a functional group based on the type of access. The folder structure used to store the groups
was split into four types of access control:

n Super Users

n Developers

n Operations Team

n Analysts

Not all functional teams are required in every organization and may not be sufficiently granular.
Separation of duties can be enforced.

The use of security groups is broken out into two group types:

n Universal Group—used to define the nesting of Global Groups. Universal groups are not assigned to
products and may cut across multiple sites.

n Global Group—used to articulate the access that is associated with a product role. Each global group
is a member of a universal group.

In addition, the five architectural layers were used to further separate VMware Validated Design products
and functionality:

n Physical layer includes ESXi Hosts, top of rack switches, and traditional storage.

n Virtual infrastructure layer includes vCenter Server, vSphere Update Manager, VMware NSX,
VMware vSAN, and Platform Services Controller.

n Operations management layer includes vRealize Log Insight and vRealize Operation Manager.

n Cloud management layer includes vRealize Automation, vRealize Orchestrator, and vRealize
Business for Cloud.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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n Business Continuity includes vSphere Replication, VMware Site Recovery Manager, and other

backup software.

The taxonomic structure suggested is structured as follows for Active Directory user groups:

<group_type_indicator> - <layer_name> - <role_name> - <product> (no spaces, dashes

in between tags)

The following values are possible for each tag when creating Active Directory user groups:

Active Directory Group - Placeholder Tag Eligible Values

<group_type_indicator> n ug (universal group, parent group)
n gg (global group, child group)

<layer_name> n OpsMgmt (Operations Management)
n CloudMgmt (Cloud Management)
n VirtualInfra (Virtual
n Infrastructure)
n Physical (Physical Layer)
n BusContinuity (Business Continuity)

<role_name> n Admin (Super User)
n Developer (Developer)
n OpsTem (Operations Team)
n Analyst (Analyst)

<product> n vRLI (vRealize Log Insight)
n vROPS (vRealize Operations)
n vRBC (vRealize Business Costing)
n vRO (vRealize Orchestrator)
n vRA (vRealize Automation)
n vCenter (includes vCenter Server, VMware vSAN if

installed, Platform Services Controller, vSphere Update
Manager).

n NSX (VMware NSX)
n ESXi (VMware ESXi)
n SRM (VMware Site Recovery Manager)
n vSphereReplication (vSphere Replication)

The taxonomic structure suggested is structured as follows for Active Directory directories:

n Cloud_Analyst to store user groups and users assigned an Analyst role.

n Cloud_Developer to store user groups and users assigned an Analyst developer.

n Cloud_OpsTeam to store user groups and users assigned a Day 2 Operations role.

n Cloud_Super_Users to store user groups and users assigned a Super User role (Admin).

The taxonomic structure suggested is structured as follows for Active Directory users:

<user_label> - <layer_name> - <role_name> - <product> (no spaces, dashes in between

tags)

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Active Directory User - Placeholder Tag Eligible Values

<user_label> n usr (User)

<layer_name> n OpsMgmt (Operations Management)
n CloudMgmt (Cloud Management)
n VirtualInfra (Virtual
n Infrastructure) Physical (Physical Layer)
n BusContinuity (Business Continuity)

<role_name> n Admin (Super User)
n Developer (Developer)
n OpsTem (Operations Team)
n Analyst (Analyst)

<product> n vRLI (vRealize Log Insight)
n vROPS (vRealize Operations Manager)
n vRBC (vRealize Business for Cloud)
n vRO (vRealize Orchestrator)
n vRA (vRealize Automation)
n vCenter (includes vCenter Server, vSAN, if installed,

Platform Services Controller, vSphere Update Manager).
n NSX (VMwareNSX)
n ESXi (VMware ESXi)
n SRM (VMware Site Recovery Manager)
n vSphereReplication (vSphere Replication)

For example, for the operations team (Day 2) access for the operations management layer can be
configured as follows:

n Cloud_OpsTeam folder contains the operations team universal groups and global groups.

n Specifically, the global group gg-opsmgmt-opsteam-vrli supports the operations management layer
and the vRealize Log Insight product associated with that layer.

n A user assigned to the global group gg-opsmgmt-opsteam-vrli has user access to vRealize Log
Insight.

Figure 1‑1.  Active Directory - Folders by Functional Group

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Figure 1‑2.  Active Directory - Universal and Global Security Groups

Figure 1‑3.  Active Directory - GlobalSecurity Group Details

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Figure 1‑4.  Active Directory - Global Security Group Member of a Universal Security Group

Figure 1‑5.  vRealize Log Insight Global Security Group Associated to a Product Role

The following logical security architecture depicts the relationship and integration point between Active
Directory and Product Role to provide User Access Control.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Figure 1‑6.  Relationship Between Active Directory and VMware Validated Design Product
Role Assignment

Table 1‑1.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-5)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-001 Integrate VMware
Validated Design with
Active Directory to
support user
authorization promoted
by Active Directory
groups. Each Active
Directory group
associated with
permissions at the
product level to support
access based on each
defined role.

Provides fine-grained role and
privilege-based access for
administrator and operator roles.
The Active Directory group structure
creates a layer of abstraction in the
system between user and product
permission sets. Each user is
assigned to a group defined by role
to help manage user access.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-2 Account Management

You must provide access to the
Active Directory from all SDDC
components where applicable.

Access ControlsAC-5 and AC-6 for the Physical Layer
Security architecture for Access Control for Physical Layer (controls AC-5 and AC-6)

Components of the physical layer include:

n ESXi hosts

n Top of rack switches

n Traditional storage

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑2.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-008 In Active Directory, for
the Physical layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Super User

universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-Physical-Admin

Global Security Group
(member of the
universal group
above):
n gg-Physical-

Admin-ESXi

By establishing this administrator
role, super users within the
organization to be granted access
based on their job duties and
responsibilities. Authorization to be
restricted to the access necessary to
accomplish assigned tasks.

This decision supports the following
control: NIST 800-53 R4, AC-5
Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-009 For the Physical layer
restrict Super User
(Administrator)
privileges by restricting
elevated privileges only
to the Super User
global security groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
Global Security Group:
n ESXi (hosts) -> gg-

Physical-Admin-
ESXi -> Local
Administrator

n Top of rack
switches

n Traditional storage

By restricting administrator
privileges, super users can only
access authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Security functions will be restricted
by the group and further managed
within each layer.

Supported NIST 800-53 R4 controls:
n AC-6 (1) Least Privilege,

Authorized Access to Security
Functions

n AC-6 (5) Least Privilege,
Privileged Accounts

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the administration of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components. Also,
the security team will need to
validate the administrator role and
determine the appropriate users to
assign into this role.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑2.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-022 In Active Directory, for
the physical layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an operations
team universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-Physical-

Engineer

Global security group
(member of the
universal group
above):
n gg-Physical-

OpsTeam-ESXi

By establishing this role, users
within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-023 For the Cloud Virtual
Infrastructure layer,
restrict the Operations
Team based on their
function by restricting
the Operations Team
global security groups.
Access is restricted to
read-only because the
Operations Team will
only need local ESXi
host access to help
with troubleshooting
and must anticipate
requesting any
changes be made by
the Super User
administrator group.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n ESXi (Hosts) -> gg-

Physical-
OpsTeam-ESXi ->
Read-only

n Top of Rack
switches

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Operations Team requires read-only
access to the Physical layer
because providing local access in a
read-only state is not possible. This
read-only access is needed to
support with maintenance or
emergency fixes only. Access will be
provided by using vCenter Server
with assignment at the cluster level
to enable read-only access to the
nestled ESXi hosts.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the engineering support of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑2.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

n vSAN or Traditional
Storage

Access Control (AC-5 and AC-6) for Virtual Infrastructure
Layer
Security architecture for Access Control for Virtual Infrastructure Layer (controls AC-5 and AC-6)

VMware Products and components in the virtual infrastructure layer include:

n vCenter Server

n vSphere Update Manager

n VMware NSX

n VMware vSAN

n Platform Services Controller

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑3.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-006 In Active Directory, for
the Cloud Virtual
Infrastructure layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Super User
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal Security
Group:
n ug-VirtualInfra-

Admin

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Admin-vRBC
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Admin-vRA
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Admin-vRO

By establishing this administrator
role, super users within the
organization are granted access
based on their job duties and
responsibilities. Authorization will be
restricted to the access necessary to
accomplish assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-007 For the Cloud Virtual
Infrastructure layer,
restrict Super User
(Administrator)
privileges by restricting
elevated privileges only
to the Super User
global security groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
Global security group:
n vCenter Server ->

gg-VirtualInfra-
Admin-vCenter ->
Administrator

n Update Manager ->
gg-VirtualInfra-
Admin-vCenter ->
Administrator

By restricting administrator
privileges, super users can only
access authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Security functions will be restricted
by the group and further managed
within each layer. Restriction of key
functionality like cloning a VM is
essential for maintaining separation
between Infrastructure Provider /
Service Provider and tenant access,
which is why this functionality must
be restricted.

Supported NIST 800-53 R4,
controls:
n AC-6 (1) Least Privilege,

Authorized Access to Security
Functions

n AC-6 (3) Least Privilege,
Network Privileged Commands

n AC-6 (5) Least Privilege,
Privileged Accounts

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the administration of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components. Also,
the security team will need to
validate the administrator role and
determine the appropriate users to
assign into this role.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑3.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

n NSX -> gg-
VirtualInfra-Admin-
NSX -> Enterprise
Administrator

n vSAN -> gg-
VirtualInfra-Admin-
vCenter ->
Administrator

PSC -> gg-VirtualInfra-
Admin-vCenter ->
Administrator

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑3.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-020 In Active Directory, for
the Cloud Virtual
Infrastructure layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an Operations
Team universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal Security
Group:
n ug-VirtualInfra-

OpsTeam

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRBC
n gg-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRA
n gg-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRO

By establishing this role, users
within the organization must be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization must be restricted to
the access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported controls: NIST 800-53
R4, AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-021 For the Cloud Virtual
Infrastructure layer,
restrict the Operations
Team based on their
function by restricting
the Operations Team
global security groups.

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Operations Team require access to
the Virtual Infrastructure layer
because they may require
maintenance, integration, and
support of the infrastructure
systems.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the engineering support of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑3.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
Global Security Group:
n vCenter -> gg-

VirtualInfra-
OpsTeam-vCenter
-> Virtual machine
power user
(sample)

n Update Manager
(No Access).
Ensure "VMware
vSphere Update
Manager" is
unchecked.

n NSX -> gg-
VirtualInfra-
OpsTeam-NSX ->
NSX Administrator
(on a per node
basis)

n PSC -> gg-
VirtualInfra-
OpsTeam-vCenter
-> Users (Subset
permission within
vCenter Server
that is enabled
under this role)

Access Control (AC-5 and AC-6) for Operations
Management Layer
Security architecture for Access Control for Operations Management Layer (controls AC-5 and AC-6)

Products in the Operations Management Layer include:

n vRealize Log Insight

n vRealize Operations Manager

Table 1‑4.  Role-Based Access for the Operations Management Layer

Role Read-Only Access Full Access

Super User - X

Developer X -

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑4.  Role-Based Access for the Operations Management Layer (Continued)

Role Read-Only Access Full Access

Operations Team X -

Analyst X -

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-002 In Active Directory, for
the Operations
Management layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Super User
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal Security
Group:
n ug-OpsMgmt-

Admin

Global Security Groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-OpsMgmt-

Admin-vRLI
n gg-OpsMgmt-

Admin-vROPS

By establishing this administrator
role, super users within the
organization will be granted access
based on their job duties and
responsibilities. Authorization will be
restricted to the access necessary to
accomplish assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
VMware Validated Design.

SDDC-SEC-003 For the Operations
Management layer
restrict Super User
(Administrator)
privileges by restricting
elevated privileges only
to the Super User
global security groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n vRLI -> gg-

OpsMgmt-Admin-
vRLI -> Super
Admin

n vROPS -> gg-
OpsMgmt-Admin-
vROPS ->
Administrator

By restricting administrator
privileges, super users can only
access authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Security functions will be restricted
by the group and further managed
within each layer.

Supported NIST 800-53 R4,
controls:
n AC-6 (1) Least Privilege,

Authorized Access to Security
Functions

n AC-6 (5) Least Privilege,
Privileged Accounts

Administration of the VMware
Validated Design will require
management of multiple groups,
potentially slowing down the
administration of the system,
especially when switching between
SDDC components. Also, the
security team will need to validate
the administrator role and determine
the appropriate users to assign into
this role.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-012 In Active Directory, for
the Operations
Management layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Developer
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-OpsMgmt-

Developer

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-OpsMgmt-

Developer-vRLI
n gg-OpsMgmt-

Developer-vROPS

By establishing this developer role,
users within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

Architecture and Design Guidance for NIST 800-53
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-013 For the Operations
Management layer
restrict the Developers
to read-only privileges
by restricting the
Operations Team
global security groups.

Access is restricted to
read-only because the
Developers will only
analyze this layer and
must anticipate
requesting any
changes be made by
the Super User
administrator group.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n vRLI -> gg-

OpsMgmt-
Developer-vRLI ->
User

n vROPS -> gg-
OpsMgmt-
Developer-vROPS
-> ReadOnly

By restricting user privileges,
developers can only access
authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Cloud developers require read-only
access to the Management layer
because they must be able to read
logs and operational data to monitor
the overall system.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the development process of
the system, especially when
switching between SDDC
components.
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-016 In Active Directory, for
the Operations
Management layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an Operations
universal security
group.

Create global security
groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-OpsMgmt-

OpsTeam

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-OpsMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRLI
n gg-OpsMgmt-

OpsTeam-vROPS

By establishing this role, users
within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-017 For the Operations
Management layer
restrict the Operations
Team to read-only
privileges by restricting
the Operations Team
global security groups.

Access is restricted to
read-only because the
Operations Team will
only monitor this layer
and must anticipate
requesting any
changes be made by
the Super User
administrator group.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n gg-OpsMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRLI ->
User

n gg-OpsMgmt-
OpsTeam-vROPS -
> Read-Only

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Operations Team requires read-only
access to the Operations
Management layer because they
may require viewing the logs and
other operational information to
support the system.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the engineering support of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components.
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-026 In Active Directory, for
the Operations
Management layer for
the service provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an Analyst
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-OpsMgmt-

Analyst)

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-OpsMgmt-

Analyst-vRLI
n gg-OpsMgmt-

Analyst-vROPS

By establishing this role, users
within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-027 For the Operations
Management layer
restrict the Analyst to
read-only privileges by
restricting the Analyst
global security groups.

Access is restricted to
read-only because the
Operations Team will
only monitor this layer
and must anticipate
requesting any
changes be made by
the Super User
administrator group.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
Global security group:
n vRLI -> gg-

OpsMgmt-Analyst-
vRLI -> Dashboard
User

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Analysts require access to the
Operations Management layer
because logging and other
operational data can assist in
analysis of system performance.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

A separate role for an Analyst will be
required to support analysis and
reporting of the SDDC.
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Table 1‑5.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

n gg-OpsMgmt-
Analyst-vROPS ->
Read-Only

Access Control (AC-5 and AC-6) for Cloud Management
Layer
Security architecture for Access Control for Cloud Management Layer (controls AC-5 and AC-6)

Products in the Cloud Management Layer include:

n vRealize Automation

n vRealize Orchestrator

n vRealize Business for Cloud
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Table 1‑6.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-004 In Active Directory, for
the Cloud Management
layer, for the service
provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Super User
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-CloudMgmt-

Admin

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Admin-vRBC
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Admin-vRA
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Admin-vRO

By establishing this administrator
role, super users within the
organization will be granted access
based on their job duties and
responsibilities. Authorization will be
restricted to the access necessary to
accomplish assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-005 For the Cloud
Management layer,
restrict Super User
(Administrator)
privileges by restricting
elevated privileges only
to the Super User
global security groups.
For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n vRBC -> gg-

CloudMgmt-Admin-
vRBC -> Business
Management
Administrator •
vRA -> gg-
CloudMgmt-Admin-

n vRO -> gg-
CloudMgmt-Admin-
vRO ->
Administrator

By restricting administrator
privileges, super users can only
access authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Security functions must be restricted
by the group and further managed
within each layer.

Supported NIST 800-53 R4,
controls:
n AC-6 (1) Least Privilege,

Authorized Access to Security
Functions

n Unlimited universal access must
not be available, potentially
slowing down the administration
of the system, especially when
switching between SDDC
components. Also, the security
team must validate the
administrator role and determine
the appropriate users to assign
into this role. AC-6 (5) Least
Privilege, Privileged Accounts

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the administration of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components. Also,
the security team will need to
validate the administrator role and
determine the appropriate users to
assign into this role.
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Table 1‑6.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-014 In Active Directory, for
the Cloud Management
layer for the service
provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Developer
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-CloudMgmt-

Developer

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Developer-vRBC
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Developer-vRA
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Developer-vRO

By establishing this developer role,
users within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.
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Table 1‑6.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-015 For the Cloud
Management layer,
restrict the Developer
based on their function
by restricting the
Developer global
security groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n vRBC -> gg-

CloudMgmt-
Developer-vRBC -
> Business
Management
Read-only User

n vRA -> gg-
CloudMgmt-
Developer-vRA ->
XaaS Architect,
and Software
Architect

n vRO -> gg-
CloudMgmt-
Developer-vRO ->
Consumer

By restricting user privileges,
developers can only access
authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Cloud developers require custom
access to the Cloud Management
layer because they may require
access to desired automating and
orchestrating virtual resources,
including evaluating the resource
demand.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the development process of
the system, especially when
switching between SDDC
components.
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Table 1‑6.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-018 In Active Directory, for
the Cloud Management
layer for the service
provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an Operations
Team universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRBC
n gg-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRA
n gg-CloudMgmt-

OpsTeam-vRO

By establishing this role, users
within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.
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Table 1‑6.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-019 For the Cloud
Management layer,
restrict the Operations
Team based on their
function by restricting
the Operations Team
global security groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n vRBC -> gg-

CloudMgmt-
OpsTeam-vRBC ->
Business
Management
Controller

n vRA -> gg-
CloudMgmt-
OpsTeam-vRA ->
Infrastructure
Architect, and
Application
Architect, and
Container Architect

n vRO -> usr-
CloudMgmt-
OpsTeam-
CloudOpsTeam ->
Tenant Admin

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Operations Team require access to
the Cloud Management layer
because they may require
interacting with virtual resources
associated with automation,
orchestration, and resource pool
costing.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the engineering support of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components.
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Table 1‑6.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-028 In Active Directory, for
the Cloud Management
layer for the service
provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an Analyst
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-CloudMgmt-

Analyst

Global security groups
(members of the
universal group
above):
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Analyst-vRBC
n gg-CloudMgmt-

Analyst-vRA

By establishing this role, users
within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-029 For the Cloud
Management layer,
restrict the Analyst
based on their function
by restricting the
Analyst global security
groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n vRBC -> gg-

CloudMgmt-
Analyst-vRBC ->
vRBC_ViewOnly

n vRA -> gg-
CloudMgmt-
Analyst-vRA ->
Business
Management
Read-only User

n vRO (No Access)

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Analysts require access to the Cloud
Management layer because they
may require access to system
performance, usage, and costing
associated with resource usage.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain

A separate role for an Analyst will be
required to support analysis and
reporting of the SDDC.
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Access ControlsAC-5 and AC-6 for the Business
Continuity Layer
Security architecture for Access Control for Business Continuity Layer (controls AC-5 and AC-6)

Products in the Business Continuity layer include:

n Any Backup software

n VMware Site Recovery Manager

n vSphere Replication
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Table 1‑7.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-010 In Active Directory, for
the Business Continuity
layer for the service
provider, or
infrastructure team,
create a Super User
universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-BusContinuity-

Admin

Global security groups
(member of the
universal group
above):
n gg-BusContinuity-

Admin-SRM
n gg-BusContinuity-

Admin-
vSphereReplicatio
n

By establishing this administrator
role, super users within the
organization will be granted access
based on their job duties and
responsibilities. Authorization will be
restricted to the access necessary to
accomplish assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-011 For the Business
Continuity layer restrict
Super User
(Administrator)
privileges by restricting
elevated privileges only
to the Super User
global security groups.

For each product,
assign the following
role to the Global
respective security
group:
n SRM -> gg-

BusContinuity-
Admin-SRM ->
SRM Administrator

n vSphere
Replication -> gg-
BusContinuity-
Admin-
vSphereReplicatio
n -> HMSAdmin

By restricting administrator
privileges, super users can only
access authorized functionality to
accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Security functions will be restricted
by the group and further managed
within each layer.

Supported NIST 800-53 R4 controls:
n AC-6 (1) Least Privilege,

Authorized Access to Security
Functions.

n AC-6 (5) Least Privilege,
Privileged Accounts.

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the administration of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components. Also,
the security team will need to
validate the administrator role and
determine the appropriate users to
assign into this role.
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Table 1‑7.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

n Backup tool, or
VDP
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Table 1‑7.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-024 In Active Directory, for
the Business Continuity
layer for the service
provider, or
infrastructure team,
create an Operations
Team universal security
group. Create global
security groups with
membership within the
universal security
group.

Universal security
group:
n ug-BusContinuity-

OpsTeam

Global security groups
(member of the
universal group
above):
n gg-BusContinuity-

OpsTeam-SRM
n gg-BusContinuity-

OpsTeam-
vSphereReplicatio
n

By establishing this role, users
within the organization will be
granted access based on their job
duties and responsibilities.
Authorization will be restricted to the
access necessary to accomplish
assigned tasks.

Supported control: NIST 800-53 R4,
AC-5 Separation of Duties

You must support the group object’s
life cycle, user propagation, and
general availability outside of the
SDDC.

SDDC-SEC-025 For the Business
Continuity layer restrict
the Operations Team
based on their function
by restricting the
Operations Team
global security groups.
For each product,
assign the following
role to the respective
global security group:
n SRM -> gg-

BusContinuity-
OpsTeam-SRM ->
SRM Protection
Groups
Administrator

n vSphere
Replication -> gg-
BusContinuity-
OpsTeam-
vSphereReplicatio
n -> HMSView

By restricting privileges, users can
only access authorized functionality
to accomplish their tasks based on
their job duties and responsibilities.
Operations Team requires access to
the Business Continuity layer
because they may require access to
setup and if needed, initiate the
backup and recovery systems.

Supported control: AC-6 (4) Least
Privilege, Separate Processing
Domain.

Unlimited universal access will not
be available, potentially slowing
down the engineering support of the
system, especially when switching
between SDDC components.
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Table 1‑7.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-6) (Continued)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

n Backup (vDP, or
other)

Login Banner Notification
Security architecture for logging banner notification for secure systems.

Some systems require that individuals logging into the system be notified of any restricted use before
accessing the system. Regulations, laws, and other compliance requirements may require specific
messages. For example, for Department of Defense (DoD) Security Technical Implementation Guide
(STIG) requirements the text such as the following may be inserted to alert users of this requirement:

   You are accessing a U.S. Government (USG) Information System (IS) that is provided for USG-
authorized use only. By using this IS (which includes any device attached to this IS), you consent to the
following conditions:

n The USG routinely intercepts and monitors communications on this IS for purposes including, but not
limited to, penetration testing, COMSEC monitoring, network operations and defense, personnel
misconduct (PM), law enforcement (LE), and counterintelligence (CI) investigations.

n At any time, the USG may inspect and seize data stored on this IS. -Communications using, or data
stored on, this IS are not private, are subject to routine monitoring, interception, and search, and may
be disclosed or used for any USG-authorized purpose.

n This IS includes security measures (e.g., authentication and access controls) to protect USG
interests--not for your personal benefit or privacy.

n Notwithstanding the above, using this IS does not constitute consent to PM, LE or CI investigative
searching or monitoring of the content of privileged communications, or work product, related to
personal representation or services by attorneys, psychotherapists, or clergy, and their assistants.
Such communications and work product are private and confidential. See User Agreement for details.

The following products in VMware Validated Design support a login banner capability:

n vCenter Server

n VMware vSAN

n VMware ESXi

n VMware NSX

Access Control (AC-8) Login Banner
Security architecture for Access Control for Login Banner Notification (control AC-8)
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Table 1‑8.  Security Architecture Design Decisions (AC-8)

Decision ID Design Decision Design Justification Design Implication

SDDC-SEC-032 Use the login banner
feature within the
Platform Service
Controller to notify
users that they are
logging into a secure
system with explicit
system use restrictions.
This feature impacts
vCenter Server,
vRealize Operations
Manager, and vSAN.

Individuals must be notified of any
restricted use, privacy, or security
notices before accessing secure
systems. Adherence to applicable
laws, orders, policies, regulations,
standards, or guidance can be
customized to notify the user of the
relevant information by using a
login-banner, or system use
notification message.

Configure the Platform Services
Controller to prompt users to accept
system use notification in the form of
a message or banner.

Supported control: AC-8 System
Use Notification.

System use message must follow
the relevant regulation, law, or other
compliance security requirements
and be updated as needed, for
example STIG.

SDDC-SEC-033 Use vSphere
installation Bundle
(VIB) to enable login
banners in ESXi to
notify users that they
are logging into a
secure system with
explicit system use
restrictions.

Individuals must be notified of any
restricted use, privacy, or security
notices before accessing secure
systems. Adherence to applicable
laws, orders, policies, regulations,
standards, or guidance can be
customized to notify the user of the
relevant information by using a
login-banner, or system use
notification message.

Configure ESXi hosts to use a
custom banner to prompt users to
accept system use notification in the
form of a message or banner.

Supported control: AC-8 System
Use Notification.

System use message must follow
the relevant regulation, law, or other
compliance security requirements
and be updated as needed, for
example STIG.

SDDC-SEC-034 Use an NSX Manager
login banner to notify
users that they are
logging into a secure
system with explicit
system use restrictions.

Individuals must be notified of any
restricted use, privacy, or security
notices before accessing secure
systems. Adherence to applicable
laws, orders, policies, regulations,
standards, or guidance can be
customized to notify the user of the
relevant information by using a
login-banner, or system use
notification message.

Configure the NSX banner feature to
prompt users to accept system use
notification in the form of a message
or banner.

Supported control: AC-8 System
Use Notification.

System use message must follow
the relevant regulation, law, or other
compliance security requirements
and be updated as needed, for
example STIG.
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Caution   Legal Disclaimer: This document is intended to provide general guidance for organizations that
are considering VMware solutions to help them address compliance requirements. The information
contained in this document is for educational and informational purposes only. This document is not
intended to provide regulatory advice and is provided “AS IS”. VMware makes no claims, promises or
guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the information contained herein.
Organizations should engage appropriate legal, business, technical, and audit expertise within their
specific organization for review of regulatory compliance requirements.
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